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1 A mobile strategy should be aligned to the enterprise’s overall  
strategy

Many early mobile strategies we have seen are focused on mobile only, without 
much connection to other channels, such as face-to-face and the web. 

In a next-generation mobile strategy, mobile should be described in the context 
of how it meets an enterprise’s overall strategy. For example, the B2C part of the 
mobile strategy will address how mobile is part of the customer-facing multichannel 
strategy. 

A citizen-facing interaction, such as checking on the status of a refund/
disbursement, could occur in any channel (phone, online, mobile or in person). 

A multichannel strategy will state all the channels to which this service will be made 
available. If mobile is one of these channels, the mobile strategy will then state how 
this interaction will occur on mobile devices, smartphones and tablets — it is an 
extension of a multichannel strategy.

When reviewing your mobile strategy, ask your team:

•	 Do we state how our mobile capabilities will help meet the business goals set 
out in our enterprise strategy?

•	 For customers/citizens, does the demand side of our mobile strategy include all 
the processes/services/interactions that have been identified for mobile in the 
multichannel strategy? Even if we don’t go into the details in the mobile strategy, 
have we clearly stated how we will link to these multichannel strategies?

•	 For employees, do we know which applications will be extended to mobile? 
Again, if we don’t get into the details, have we clearly stated boundaries or 
information that helps us describe the nature and volume of the employee-
facing applications that will occur on smartphones and tablets?

2 A next-generation mobile strategy will describe how mobile technology 
will go beyond replicating web capabilities to describe how mobile-only 

capabilities can drive innovative uses

Many first-generation and current mobile strategies focus on replicating portions 
of customer and employee web portals on a mobile device. This is a logical and 
necessary first step for enterprises, but it is not the endpoint. 

New technology is enabling mobile-only capabilities that the web could never do. 
For example, near-field communications (NFC) can allow mobile phones to act as a 
key for hotel rooms or rental cars that are issued to guests on their arrival. 
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If innovation is a key mandate for your organisation, then these types of mobile-only 
capabilities should be prime candidates. 

When reviewing your mobile strategy, ask your team:

•	 Does our mobile strategy leverage mobile-only capabilities, such as NFC, image 
or video recognition, accelerometers, and location-based services? Are we 
really pushing innovation with mobile?

•	 For the web capabilities that we are planning on, or have already ported to 
mobile devices, have we taken the time to really understand what should go 
to mobile and what should not? Can we reduce the amount of functionality on 
mobile devices to only those that matter?

3 A next-generation mobile strategy will include the technology required to 
support, secure and manage an expanded set of mobile devices that 

include feature phones, smartphones, tablets and assets that use machine-
to-machine (M2M) wireless communication

Most mobile strategies started with a focus on feature phones and smartphones. 
These initial strategies need to be updated to include tablets, other mobile devices 
and enterprise assets that will employ M2M communication over your wireless 
network. 

For example, municipalities are starting to put parking meters and building facilities 
(such as lighting) on their wireless networks. 

The mobile strategy should address the parts that affect the mobile network (such 
as security) and wireless data management, because the enterprise assets will 
create vulnerabilities and costs on the mobile network.

When reviewing your mobile strategy, ask your team:

•	 Have we included all the endpoint devices that will be accessing our mobile 
network continuously or intermittently?

•	 Do we have an approach to deal with the risks in security vulnerabilities and the 
cost containment of data charges?

•	 Have we clearly defined our position on bring-your-own-device (BYOD) in a way 
that is easy for the business to understand and follow?

4 A next-generation mobile strategy will shift the focus from single-devel-
opment tools to a portfolio of tools that can keep pace with a wide variety 

of devices and platforms

Many enterprises might start with a single-development tool focus, such as Apple’s 
iOS SDK. Going forward, we expect that many enterprises will expand to use a 
portfolio of tools and partners to fulfill native application, HTML5, mobile web and 
SMS development. 

When reviewing your mobile strategy, ask your team:

•	 Do we and our partners have the tools to address both customer and 
employee-facing mobile applications and management?

•	 Should these development and management tools be separate for the B2C and 
B2E parts of our strategy?

•	 Do we have the new skills (for example, HTML5) to work with these new tools? 
If not, how are we meeting the gap?

5 A next-generation mobile strategy will support longer-term and more 
strategic sourcing approaches

Enterprises’ first efforts in mobile usually involve partners that are immediately 
available and capable of fulfilling these projects. These partners often include local 
mobile development contractors and businesses, niche suppliers, and advertising 
agencies. 
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The major suppliers and systems integrators that were not capable of dealing with 
these initial requests (usually because of a lack of skills and resources) have been 
rapidly gaining these skills over the past 12 months. 

The second-generation mobile strategy should recognise this shift in the industry 
by detailing how major supplier partners will deliver components of an enterprise’s 
mobile strategy. 

IT strategic sourcing practices that are already being used with major suppliers will 
fully apply. 

When reviewing your mobile strategy, ask your team:

•	 How confident are we that our major supplier partners can (or cannot) deliver 
parts of our mobile strategy?

•	 Are we applying the same strategic sourcing principles with partners that don’t 
fall into the traditional IT sourcing category, such as advertising agencies?

6 A next-generation mobile strategy will identify how the application 
programming interfaces (APIs) that enable the mobile capabilities will be 

sourced and managed

What can and cannot be achieved in mobile strategy is often decided by the level of 
availability of APIs, web services and integration points to legacy and web systems. 

Thus, a mobile strategy should state the current limitations and the plans that have 
been made, or should be made, to make these APIs available. 

When reviewing your mobile strategy, ask your team:

•	 Do we have the API governance tools that will help access, secure, manage 
and scale the APIs that our mobile applications and websites will be using? 
Are we in a position to securely manage APIs that are exposed to third-party 
developers, so that they can create apps for app stores?

•	 For APIs coming from outside our organisation (via cloud), have we taken extra 
measures to manage them securely, or are we treating them as internal APIs?
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